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Address CENTERGLASS LINE SPA 
Via della Pergola 20 
53037 San Gimignano

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
It is dealing in curved glass items (bottles, jars, artistic and coloured glasses and so on), and since its very first birth’s years, it became one of the most
important premise for this kind of manifacturing.

Our staff, most qualified and prepared for giving any kind of information and answers, is always at your disposal in order to solve whichever problems
could arise linked to the use of any glass curved items. Moreover our staff could give you every type of personalisation for your product, and it succeed
in satisfying all your requests and curiosity. 
Up now, we have been very successfull to fullfil our customers, meeting their needs and ther changing of exigences, also thanks to our up-to-date
search of new and best suppliers.

Attempting to offer a complete service to our numerous Customers, we have been more and more specialized, to put on the market standard and
personalized items: glass and cork capsules, glasses, blown glasses, and a cover-making made of strew (for i.e CHIANTI wine bottle), as well. We can
also supply glazed and /or painted bottles. 
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